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by Greg Martin

Greg Martin and S.P. Fjestad shown honoring the late
R.L. Wilson at an Antique Arms Show in Las Vegas.

O

n April 12, 1958, James E. Serven addressed the American relatively favorable buying opportunities may well be present and
Society of Arms Collectors at the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas, unrecognized today.” Serven followed up by presenting an interesting
Texas. His presentation was titled “Are Antique Guns a Good graph to his audience, listing 16 classifications of antique firearms by
Investment?” I discovered his speech among the copious books and value and their ranking, with Colt firearms being the leaders in
catalogues I had accumulated in years of collecting. It was not the title appreciation due to their popularity. Colts would continue to hold this
that first caught my attention, because I felt that I already knew the exalted position for the next fifty-plus years, with Winchesters eventually
answer, but the year it was presented. The 1950s were a decade that I reaching parity.
could relate to. This is when my collecting adventures began amid surging
While Serven’s investment calculations comparing gun values with
interest in antique guns and sage warnings that prices were too high.
conventional financial instruments, such as real estate, were of some
1958 was the midpoint to where we are today, and the vantage point merit, his identification of the subtle changes in gun values influenced
from where Serven would answer his own question. In his presentation, by political and economic forces was more instructive.
Serven gave a fifty-year-plus retrospective outlining the factors that
Serven then posed a profound question that applies to all markets and
impacted antique arm values starting in 1902, at a time when the is still relevant today: “What now can we learn from this record of past
collecting of American antique
performance of gun prices; is it wiser to
firearms was in its embryonic stage. A
seek those guns which have shown a
European Wheellock would garner
"If a collector persists in the collecting of
small price rise, and therefore be
more than a Colt Paterson! Serven
underpriced? Or is it better to seek
guns
that
started
off
as
cheap
second-rate
referenced the few sources of
those guns which have shown the
pot metal, it is my belief that his prospects
information available at the time,
greatest price rise?” The answer would
for pleasure and profit in this hobby are very
such as New York dealers Hartley &
become clear in the years to follow, as
Graham’s and Francis Bannermann’s
bleak." James E. Serven, April 12, 1958
the American antique gun market
catalogues from 1902 to 1907, as well
moved ever upward, providing a
as private sales and auction records
sublime sellers’ market in sharp
extending through the following decades up to 1938 when the spigots contrast to the more docile past century.
of liquidity slowly opened after the Depression and the gun market
In the first edition of the Blue Book of Antique American Firearms &
started to gradually move upwards.
Values I outlined how the gun market moved upwards into the ‘60s,
Serven concluded that gun values were still able to post a tepid two ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s, energized by an expanding economy. Most
percent increase from 1902 despite the trauma of World War I, the stock importantly was the proliferation of gun shows and arms dealers that
market crash of 1929, and the Great Depression, which brought on a provided a trading platform and liquidity to the market, where
drought of capital, and greatly suppressed demand. After reviewing acquisitions and dispersals could efficiently take place. This winning
price charts of antique guns from 1902-1924 that contained an formula would continue unabated into the first decade of the new
engraved Henry Rifle for $10.00 and a Colt Paterson for $165 (when millennium, until storm clouds began to move over these halcyon days.
current values were $400 and $2,500 respectively), he lamented
Unlike other collectibles, such as coins and stamps, the antique gun
prophetically, “All the old prices seem rather fantastic to us now – but
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VALUE PERFORMANCE CHART OF SELECTED ANTIQUE FIREARMS FROM 1902-2018
Springfield Model 1855 pistol w/stock

Savage Revolving Firearms U.S. Figure 8 Pistol

$25,000

Colt 2nd Model Dragoon

$50
$30
$85

$105
$65
$135

1924

1940

1951

1974

1981

1990

2000

2010

$9,500
$7,750

$8,500
$7,500

$6,500
$5,750

$3,250
$3,500

1966

$1,750
$2,450

$25
$18
$43

1907

$1,250
$850
$1,250

$10
$8
$25

1902

$795
$500
$875

$5
$2
$10

$5,500

$8,750

$12,500

$18,500

The following is a chart based on values of an average original condition
(NRA overall fine, i.e., 30%-40%) Colt 2nd Model Dragoon, Springfield
Model 1855 with stock, and a Savage U.S. Figure 8 pistol from 19022018. What’s important to note are the major value increases from
post-WWII through today. Only time will tell if this trend will continue.

2018

market never experienced a bear market or severe downtrend. While 1990s, which can be interpreted as a “Double Top,” indicating that
not all antique guns advanced in unison, there was a healthy rotation, only a few of the most select arms will manage to breach these lofty
as tastes changed within the uptrend. If a graph was drawn starting levels going forward.
from post-war 1950 to 2000, it would take the form of an ascending
From this high point on, it slowly became apparent that a stealth bear
staircase pausing only to go sideways during periods of economic or market with a slow erosion of prices was taking place. One only has to
political uncertainty, such as the Cuban missile crisis in the 1960s, or check the broad spectrum of values that over the past several years have
the end of inflation in the 1980s when the market flat lined, only to either remained unchanged, or are now lower than in the past. The gun
resume it’s uptrend into the next golden decade.
market’s rise, which began in the 1950s, can now be viewed as an
The final move upwards began in the 1990s with a dramatic parabolic extended period of accumulation, when collectors from all levels of
rise of surging antique arms prices, which encompassed all sectors of economic status participated in a boundless collecting Odyssey. After
the market. During this euphoric
a half century, we are now in the
period, all roads led to the magic
process of distribution due to a
fountain with many premier pieces generational shift, a.k.a. the
"We have found that antique firearms generally
predominantly the “Blue Chips” of
liquidation of estates. Prior to the
have proved to be a sound and substantial
Colts and Winchesters - rising to
1990s, these types of dispersals were
form of investment - averaging over four times
prices of previously unheard of six and
always conducted through dealers or
as profitable as a savings account and almost
seven figures. Providing fuel to the
private collectors who spread out their
twice as profitable as one of our leading blueheady market was the emergence of a
wares at gun shows across the nation.
cadre of newly minted, wealthy
Auction houses were playing only a
chip stocks." James E. Serven
collectors who unleashed their buying
relatively minor part. Today, however,
power through dealers and auction
auctions utilizing the power of the
houses in their quest for the ultimate in antique firearms. This decade, internet are dominating the sales in the antique marketplace, with gun
leading into the millennium, has to be regarded as a pivotal point in the shows and traditional gun dealers having less of an impact.
American gun market. Prices realized during this time period have now
Since the publication of the first edition of the Blue Book of Antique
become a major support zone, with many of the then-high-fliers now American Firearms & Values in 2016, the value of antique arms has
– after 25 years - deflating back to their original prices.
been continually under pressure, with auction houses pouring an
The gun market did not encounter any headwinds until the economic unprecedented amount of pieces into the collectors’ market in a
crisis of 2008, which eliminated a substantial portion of collectors’ condensed period of time. The staggering number of collectible arms
buying powers, causing the breadth of the market to de-couple from the that have been offered for sale stem from a continual unwinding of
main uptrend. Average firearms became stagnant or headed lower, assets, as many important collectors have passed away. 2018 became a
while the best pieces maintained their value and, in some instances, buyers’ paradise with an unprecedented quantity and variety of arms
inched higher. In my opinion, the antique gun market met an offered to collectors.
important plateau three years later, when the Alfred Cali Collection of
A continuation of this trend is becoming apparent, as an unrelenting
high-end Colts was sold in Dallas, Texas in 2011. Many of the lots flow of auction catalogues - some the size of a New York telephone book
garnered six-figure prices, matching those achieved in the booming
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Unique Colt Double Set of 1851 Navy and 1855 Root Revolvers presented by Col. Samuel Colt to H.A.G. Pomeroy, the architect of
Colt’s new armory. This magnificent set is a good example of how even best condition, elaborately engraved guns with a famous
provenance can become a buying opportunity after losing up to 50% of their peak value when market conditions change.

and others offering 10,000 lots of average guns – flow in an unending as the only known cased Colt Walker, Serial Number 1022, prices still
procession. It is a testimony to the strength of the overall gun market, can become stratospheric - even in today’s declining market. The iconic
enticed by lower estimates, that it is even possible to absorb this set was sold in 2018 at auction for $1,840,000.
quantity of arms in a weakening environment. Buying power has
There are no better American guns that exemplify the cycles and
shifted to a few select items that are counter to the downtrend.
vagaries of the markets of the past six decades better than the unique
Demand, rarity, and condition have always been the criteria used to Colt Double Set of 1851 Navy and 1855 Root Revolvers presented by
determine gun values. But today, condition now determines both rarity Col. Samuel Colt to H.A.G. Pomeroy, the architect of Colt’s new
and demand, and has become a
armory. William Lock purchased
fetish. The standard 80% Rule of
this pair in 1952 for $2,450. After
defining excellence has now been
Locke's passing, a private dealer in
“The U.S. is reaching an age where she, like her older
elevated to at least 98%+, creating
1980 advertised the set for $275.
sisters England, France, Germany, Italy, and Greece, is
a unique disparity in the
Twelve years later it made its way
proud of her history. That’s why our surviving antiques
marketplace by leaving only a tiny
to auction garnering $595,000. In
are becoming more highly regarded.” James E. Serven
fraction of guns of all categories to
1998, these important revolvers
qualify for this almost numismatic
then changed hands privately for
grade. This select group, along
$1,050,000. In 2014, the
with guns of great historic interest, has resisted the downward pressure, purchaser’s heirs consigned the guns to auction; the set failed to find a
setting new auction records amongst all antique gun categories.
buyer. A California collector acquired it in 2015 for $650,000 - a
As an example, the ultimate Civil War Navy Savage Percussion roundtrip from where they started in 1992. This example is by no
Revolver in near new condition sold at auction in 2018 for a staggering means unique.
$48,875, whilst the same gun with 80% condition has a current value
After reviewing over 100 years of antique gun values, and the forces
of about $6,000.
that influenced them, it becomes apparent that some stars always shine.
At another sale in 2018, the finest known Colt Lightning Revolver Prices in all markets change with the ebb and flow of buying power,
from the noted Edward Feldman Collection achieved a price of buffeted by evolving tastes and economic forces. What at times appears
$190,000, way above the high estimate of $70,000, vaulting over 93 to be a depreciating asset may well turn into a fortuitous acquisition.
other fine Colts that were in just 80-90% condition.
In today's antique firearms marketplace, collectors and investors have
never
had a greater variety from which to choose - while the supply
Also impervious to the current trend are guns with great historical
seems
almost endless it is best to remember that antique arms are finite,
provenance, regardless of their condition. On June 12, 2012, Buffalo
while
trends are infinite and eventually will change. James Serven’s
Bill’s personal Remington Model 1858 Revolver – heavily restored from
lamentation,
“All the old prices seem rather fantastic to us now – but
relic state after it was damaged in a fire at William F. Cody’s Irma Hotel
relatively
favorable
buying opportunities may well be present and
- was sold at public auction for $239,000. Without its illustrious
unrecognized
today,”
still rings true.
provenance, this gun would only be worth a few hundred dollars at a
local gun show.
Greg Martin – Greg Martin Firearms
When superb condition is combined with historical importance, such

